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DECISION 

The accused was charged as follows - 
 

"Bahawa kamu, pada 16 Januari 1996 jam lebih kurang 9.30 malam di kaki lima, Tingkat 12, Blok A164, Flat Sri Ke-
lantan, Sentul Pasar, di dalam daerah Sentul, Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur, dalam Wilayah Persekutuan telah mengedar 
dadah berbahaya, heroin yang beratnya berjumlah 27.16 gram, dan oleh yang demikian itu kamu telah melakukan satu 
kesalahan di bawah Seksyen 39B(1)(a) Akta Dadah Berbahaya 1952 dan boleh dihukum di bawah seksyen 39(B)(2) 
Akta yang sama." 
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The case of the prosecution was that the accused stepped out of a lift at the place and time mentioned in the 
charge with a black waist-pouch which he dropped as he was being arrested by the police. In the waist-pouch 
was a package which held a plastic packet. The packet had a substance in it and on analysis by a Govern-
ment Chemist was found to contain 27.16 grammes of heroin, a dangerous drug listed in the First Schedule to 
the Dangerous Drugs Act 1952 (the said Act). 

On 16.1.1996 at about 9.30 pm Inspector Abdul Hamid (PW3) and Detective Lance Corporal Kamaruddin 
(PW7) together with 7 other police personnel waited in ambush at the 12th Floor, Block A164, Sri Kelantan 
Flats, Sentul Pasar, Kuala Lumpur. 

The man were near two lifts to that floor. PW3 was near a staircase while PW6 with another police personnel 
were beside a wall next to the left lift (as one faces the lift). 

At about 9.30 pm out stepped the accused with a black waist-pouch hanging by a strap from his 
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 left shoulder. PW6 approached him from the back and identified himself as the police whereupon the ac-
cused dropped the black pouch on to the floor. PW6 said that the accused used the left hand to drop and that 
when he attempted to run away he grabbed him. There was a slight struggle and PW6's companion helped 
him to arrest the accused who was then handcuffed. PW3 who was some distance away near a staircase 
witnessed what took place and gave substantially the same evidence as PW7 as regards the arrest. 

PW3 picked up the pouch (P9) from the floor and examined it. Inside the pouch was a plastic packet (P5) 
wrapped in a piece of Chinese newspaper (P4). The plastic packet contained a substance which he sus-
pected to be a dangerous drug. PW3 said he also recovered the National Registration Identification Card 
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(NRIC) of the accused from the side pocket of the pouch. PW3 stated under cross-examination that he found 
a wallet on the accused. He denied that the accused's NRIC was found in the wallet and not in the pouch. 
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The evidence by PW3 was that all the time after the arrest of the accused the black pouch (together with its 
contents) was in his control and custody and that shortly after arrival at the Narcotics Department where he 
worked he weighed the packet of substance (P5) suspected to be dangerous drug as well as 5 plastic packets 
each containing similar looking substance which had been recovered from the apartment of another male 
Chinese who was arrested the same night as the accused. 

To be noted is that it was only revealed under cross-examination that the other Chinese man was arrested 
near the Sri Kelantan Flats after the accused had been interrogated. The man was arrested while he was 
sitting in a car. PW3 and the man went into the man's car together with 2 other police personnel to an 
apartment in Taman Mihaja, Cheras where 5 plastic packets, each containing a reddish substance, were 
found. PW3 said that the team, the accused, the other Chinese man and the black pouch and the contents 
and 5 packets seized from the apartment were brought to his office where he lodged three police reports, two 
for Sentul Police Station 
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 and one for Cheras Police Station, two relating to the arrests of the accused and the other Chinese man at 
Sentul and one relating to the seizure of the 5 packets at Cheras. 

To come back to the newspaper wrapping (P4) containing the packet (P5) of reddish looking substance which 
PW3 said was found in the pouch, the evidence of the I.O., PW7, who took custody of all exhibits in the ac-
cused's case was that he sent P4 and P5 containing the reddish substance, all in one envelope properly la-
belled and sealed, to PW2, the Government Chemist for analysis. 

PW2's analysis of the substance in the packet showed that the substance contained 27.16 grammes of heroin, 
which is listed in the First Schedule to the said Act as a dangerous drug. 

At the close of the prosecution case there was ample credible evidence showing that the accused had pos-
session of the package of dangerous drug and under the presumptive provisions in paragraph (d) and (da)(1) 
of s 37 of the said Act he was presumed to trafficking in the dangerous drug. 
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The accused elected to give his evidence under oath and the thrust of his defence was that he did not know 
that the package in the black pouch contained heroin. He denied the black pouch was his, he denied he tried 
to run away during the arrest and he denied that his NRIC was found in the black pouch. 

His evidence was that a friend by the name of Tau Keh who frequented the Karoake establishment where he 
worked as a "captain" had contacted him on his off-duty day, i.e. 16.1.96, and had requested him to go for a 
drink. They met. Tau Keh drove him over to the Sentul Flats. Tau Keh told him he wanted to look for Peter and 
go for a drink. He requested him to pass the black pouch to Peter on the 12th floor of the Sentul Flats and to 
invite Peter for a drink. He said Tau keh took the pouch from a compartment in the car and handed it over to 
him. His testimony was that he took a lift up to the 12th floor and walked out. After a few steps he heard a 
shout from behind as well as running steps and then he was grabbed from behind and the bag which was 
hanging from his right shoulder fell down. He was handcuffed and the police then identified themselves as the 
police. 
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He said that the police examined the pouch and found the newspaper package. He said that the police re-
covered his wallet from one of the pockets of his trousers and he said his NRIC was in the wallet. 

He was asked by the police if his friend was in the car and he replied in the affirmative. They then brought him 
to the car where Tau Keh was. Tau Keh was sitting in the back seat of the car between 2 Malay men and the 
two front doors of the car were open. They examined the car and they found a rental receipt with a Cheras 
address. The police asked Tau Keh why he had a Cheras address when he stayed in Wangsa Maju and Tau 
Keh answered the house in Wangsa Maju was his mother's while he stayed in Cheras with his girl friend. 
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The accused said that he was taken into a van and the van and Tau Keh's car with Tau Keh proceeded to 
Wangsa Maju where Tau Keh was brought to a wooden house after which they all proceeded to Cheras to a 
high rise apartment building. After 1/2 hour a Malay man came out and told the van driver to 
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 send him to Cheras Police Station. The van proceeded to Cheras Police Station and they waited outside 
Cheras Police Station until about 1 hour later when someone received a call and he instructed the van driver 
to proceed to the Contigent Headquarters. 

He was brought to the Headquarters and shortly after the police team with Tau Keh arrived there with the brief 
case and the black pouch. After sometime the two were brought to a room where there was a Malay man. He 
saw the black pouch and the brief case. The man marked on some things after they weighed the things, 6 
packets of a pinkish substance. 

It is quite obvious that the defence of the accused is that Tau Keh had made use of him to deliver the heroin 
and that he did not know that what he was delivering was heroin. That this person - whatever his name - exists 
is not in doubt. It will be noted that PW3 never disclosed in examination-in-chief a relevant fact, that is, that he 
had arrested a Chinese man in a car near the flats. This fact was elicited during cross-examination and what 
is more important is that PW3 admitted that 5 plastic packets, each containing a reddish substance, were 
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 recovered from the man's apartment in Cheras. These 5 plastic packets were similar in appearance to the 
packet that was in the pouch. It seems very probable that this Tau Keh did make use of the accused to deliver 
the heroin if not to a person named Peter, to at least to someone. 

The next question to ask is, did the accused know that what he was carrying was heroin? The prosecution 
evidence is that the accused's NRIC was found in the pouch. This the accused denied. He said that the NRIC 
was in his wallet. It has to be noted too that no mention again was made during examination-in-chief of PW3 
that he had recovered a wallet from the accused. A wallet was recovered from the accused and that fact was 
elicited during cross-examination of PW3. He said that the wallet was returned to the accused but the accused 
denied it. To my mind it seems more logical for the NRIC to be in the wallet rather than in the pouch. And as 
pointed out by counsel for the accused if the accused knew he was carrying dangerous drug in the pouch 
putting his NRIC in the pouch would be like signing his death warrant. What however is most disquieting 
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 is this - a police officer would surely find the presence of accused's NRIC in the pouch a very important piece 
of incriminating evidence which would assist the Court to infer that the accused had knowledge of the nature 
of the drugs. Why then did he not, as he admitted under cross-examination, include in his police report (which 
was not produced as a prosecution exhibit) the fact that the accused's NRIC was found in the pouch? It is 
puzzling if the waist-pouch was his, why was it that he was not wearing it round his waist especially if he 
needed merely to deliver the package and not the pouch with the package? With all these as a background 
what has further to be considered is that PW3 did not candidly disclose in examination-in-chief relevant facts 
relating to the arrest of another Chinese man waiting in a car below the flats where the accused was arrested 
and the recovery of 5 plastic packets containing a reddish substance similar to the one found in the pouch. 
Considered together a reasonable doubt has been created in my mind on the prosecution's case that the 
accused's NRIC was found in accused's pouch. 
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Even if there was a "slight struggle" as stated by PW3 when the accused was being arrested or that he tried to 
"run away" (as PW3 stated under cross-examination), I would not read too much into these actions as these 
actions could be actions of an innocent man reacting to an unexpected and sudden confrontation. 

The accused also said he did not throw down the pouch which was hanging from his right shoulder - it fell 
when he was grabbed by the policeman. In any event why use the hand to drop the pouch when with a a 
shrug of the shoulder the pouch could have easily dropped. His story is believable. 

My view is that on a balance of probability the accused did not know that what he was carrying was heroin and 
in these circumstances I find him not guilty of the offence. He is acquitted and discharged. 
 


